
Changing face of China 
 
As risk and safety manager of Hong Kong Engine Aero Services Ltd, a joint venture owned by Rolls 
Royce, Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering and SIA Engineering, Kevin Rookes has an unparalleled view of 
the manufacturing scene in China. Although he continues to predict a bright future for the mainland, 
he sees looming problems ahead. Below are his views: 
 
Rising production costs: “For the past 20 years or so, China was the default choice for manufacturing, 
and many multinationals made the move without considering other countries. However with rising 
production costs and talent shortfalls together with intellectual property risk and diminishing 
government incentives, China is becoming less attractive to manufacturers. This has prompted many 
multinationals to explore other locations so they can reduce transportation costs and supply chain 
risk by moving closer to their customers.”  
 
Contest for talent: “Cheap, plentiful labour used to be China’s biggest advantage – but that benefit is 
shrinking. Foreign companies and fast-growing local businesses are all competing for qualified 
employees – especially workers with skills such as fluency in English – making it harder for businesses 
to attract and retain top talent.” 
 
Land values: “Real estate costs have risen at alarming rates following the institution of government-
mandated minimum land prices. Electricity rates are also increasing and corporate income tax rates 
for most foreign companies have risen from 15% to 25%, while tax-related incentives are 
disappearing or becoming increasingly difficult to obtain.” 
 
Intellectual property: “Foreign companies in China have long been worried about protecting their 
intellectual property, but seemingly little progress has been made. It remains one of the top risks.” 
 
Changing places: “Despite the downturn China’s role in manufacturing will likely continue to be 
significant. However, rather than supplying the world, the role will most probably move to supplying 
only China.” 
 
Trouble in Taiwan: “China’s slowdown and financial instability are likely to have a significant effect on 
Taiwan’s economy because of the strong trade and financial linkages. Additionally, the pending 
Taiwan-China trade agreement for the services sector has led to protests and political tensions in the 
economy. This is sure to affect Taiwan’s relationship with China.” 
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